Omaha, NE March 8, 2013 – March 10, 2013

Junior Mr. StarQuest
Jack Beery - Can't Touch This - Universal Dance Academy

Mr. StarQuest
David Calhoun - World In You - Dance Inspiration

Petite Miss StarQuest
Alexis Reynolds - Dimples - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company

Junior Miss StarQuest
Kayla French - Holding Out For A Hero - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company

Teen Miss StarQuest
Lillian Ball - In The Air - Universal Dance Academy

Miss StarQuest
Nicole Urzendowski - Let Me Think About It - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company

Top Select Petite Solo
1st Place - Caitlyn Kleinschmit - It's All About Me - Universal Dance Academy
  2nd Place - Hudson Beery - Bye Bye - Universal Dance Academy
  3rd Place - Kennedy Hughes - The Climb - Nebraska Dance Company
  4th Place - Robyn Fabrizzio - Wildflowers - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
  5th Place - Carlie Hart - Cowboy Sweetheart - Rennae's School of Dance

Top Select Junior Solo
1st Place - Morgan Brown - My Heart With You - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
  2nd Place - Kayla French - Holding Out For A Hero - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
  3rd Place - Halie Gibson - Boyz - Universal Dance Academy
  4th Place - Rose Copes - Mama's Place - Universal Dance Academy
  5th Place - Rylee Quinn - Bounce With Me - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
  6th Place - Paige Brophy - Don't Upset The Rhythm - Universal Dance Academy
  7th Place - Natalie Reynolds - Diamonds - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
  8th Place - Brielle Hall - Life Of The Party - Fusion Dance Omaha
  9th Place - Patia Wolfe - It's So Easy - Universal Dance Academy
  10th Place - Emma Olson - I Won't Give Up - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
Top Select Teen Solo
1st Place - Ashley Brown - New York - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
2nd Place - Lillian Ball - In The Air - Universal Dance Academy
3rd Place - Gretchen Adams - Lost - The Dance Studio
4th Place - Katelyn Williams - Teenage Dream - Fusion Dance Omaha
5th Place - Caroline Unger - Everybody - Fusion Dance Omaha
6th Place - Liza Picolli - Nothing But The Water - Universal Dance Academy
7th Place - Morgan Quinn - You Can Go Your Own Way - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
8th Place - Vanessa Reiser - Must Have Been Love - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
9th Place - Claire Johnston - Slow And Steady - Universal Dance Academy
10th Place - Janae Casson - Hang With Me - The Dance Studio

Top Select Senior Solo
1st Place - Hallie Stueckrath - I'm In Here - Nebraska Dance Company
2nd Place - Shannan Slattery - Raise Your Weapon - Fusion Dance Omaha
3rd Place - Nicole Urzendowski - Let Me Think About It - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
4th Place - Taylor Ellis - Missed Me - Fusion Dance Omaha
5th Place - Megan Schnepel - Cry To Me - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
6th Place - Madison Weaver - One And Only - Kitty Lee Dance
7th Place - Lauren Lund - Hold It Against Me - Nebraska Dance Company
8th Place - Mckenzie Balfany - Relax My Beloved - Universal Dance Academy
9th Place - Taylor Munchrath - Paradise - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
10th Place - David Calhoun - World In You - Dance Inspiration

Top Select Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Little Red Hat - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
2nd Place - Fly - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
3rd Place - Me Without You - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
4th Place - Think Pink - The Dance Studio - Tina McMurray, Beth Wiltgen
5th Place - B.F.F. - Culture Shock Dance - Rene Gottsch

Top Select Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Close To You - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
2nd Place - Eat The Apple - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
3rd Place - Wicked Little Girls - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
4th Place - It's Not Where You Start - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney
5th Place - Fiddle - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney

Top Select Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - Swans - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
2nd Place - Mommy Complex - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
3rd Place - Lifeline - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
4th Place - Too Cute - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
5th Place - Sound Of Silence - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Select Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Home - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
2nd Place - Wherever You Will Go - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
3rd Place - I Can't Make You Love Me - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
4th Place - Both Of Us - Dance Inspiration - Allison Ellis
5th Place - In For The Kill - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery

Top Select Petite Small Group
1st Place - Silent Night - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
2nd Place - My Mama Told Me - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
3rd Place - Americano - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
4th Place - Goodnight My Angel - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
Top Select Junior Small Group
1st Place - Vogue - Fusion Dance Omaha – Heidi Christensen
2nd Place - Titanium - Fusion Dance Omaha - Chelsea Alt
3rd Place - Bionic-Atomic - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
4th Place - Gravity - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
5th Place - Beggin' - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek

Top Select Junior Large Group
1st Place - I Will Always Love You - The Dance Studio - Tina McMurray, Beth Wiltgen
2nd Place - 5-6-7-8 - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney
3rd Place - Bop 'Til You Drop - Fusion Dance Omaha - Timaree Alt
4th Place - Chocolate Choco Choco - The Dance Studio - Tina McMurray, Beth Wiltgen
5th Place - Game Over - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

Top Select Senior Small Group
1st Place - For Joey - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
2nd Place - Lullaby - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
3rd Place - Royal-T - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
4th Place - Anything Goes - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney
5th Place - The Bridesmaid Battle - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

Top Select Senior Large Group
1st Place - Dungeon Dragonz - B.Xtreme Dance Studio - Brooke Sudbeck
2nd Place - All For You - Dance Inspiration - Allison Ellis
3rd Place - Marry The Night - Dance Inspiration - Allison Ellis
4th Place - Grenade - Dance Inspiration - Allison Ellis

Top Select Teen Line
1st Place - Elf - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
2nd Place - N.Y.C. - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine
3rd Place - Side By Side - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney

Top Select Teen Large Group
1st Place - New Beginnings - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
2nd Place - Meet Me At The Altar - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
3rd Place - Hollywood Tonight - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
4th Place - Anything Goes - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney
5th Place - The Bridesmaid Battle - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

Petite/Junior Select Apogee Award
Silent Night - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
Teen/Senior Select Apogee Award
For Joey - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Classic Petite Solo
1st Place - Tianna Hartin-Kovy - Earth Move - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   2nd Place - Dakota Menkel - If My Friends Could See Me Now - Fusion Dance Omaha
   3rd Place - Joslyn Vetock - Supermodel - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   4th Place - Maddie Minardi - Fashion Is My Kryptonite - Fusion Dance Omaha
   5th Place - Alexis Reynolds - Dimples - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company

Top Classic Junior Solo
1st Place - Addy Timmerman - Dream - Precision Dance Inc
   2nd Place - Kennedy Larrick - I Want You Back - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   3rd Place - Julie Klemm - Momma Told Me - Nebraska Dance Company
   4th Place - Rhiannon Carlile - A Thousand Years - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   5th Place - Alex Minardi - Kite Song - Fusion Dance Omaha

Top Classic Teen Solo
1st Place - Bree Lovitt - Heaven Sent - Precision Dance Inc
   2nd Place - Claudia Newhouse - Tightrope - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   3rd Place - Allie Scott - Eyes On Fire - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   4th Place - Bridgette Quinn - Don't Stop Believing - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   5th Place - Natalie Meyer - And So It Goes - Precision Dance Inc

Top Classic Senior Solo
1st Place - Morgan Ellerbeck - Sugarcane - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   2nd Place - Dylan Crone - Drive By - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   3rd Place - Faith Lambrecht - Beautiful - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   4th Place - Molly Graf - Fame - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company
   5th Place - Christina Remijio - Sorry - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio

Top Classic Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Little Birds - Fusion Dance Omaha - Sarah Ryland
   2nd Place - Respect - iDance Project - Mikaela Sramek, Morgan Gilson
   3rd Place - Breakout - Fusion Dance Omaha - Chelsea Alt
   4th Place - Splish Slash - Little Steps Dance & Gymnastics - Sharon Deters

Top Classic Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Masquerade - Nebraska Dance Company - Stephanie Pearbon
   2nd Place - Bad Girls - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   3rd Place - Can't Touch It - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   4th Place - Americano - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   5th Place - Girls Just Want To Have Fun - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Classic Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - Come Back Around - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   2nd Place - Fix You - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   3rd Place - Whether You Fall - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   4th Place - Hands Up - The Dance Factory - Becky Gripp
   5th Place - Some Nights - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Classic Petite Small Group
1st Place - Little Pirates - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
   2nd Place - Our Lips Are Sealed - Fusion Dance Omaha - Sarah Ryland
   3rd Place - Blue Suede Shoes - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   4th Place - The Slumber Party - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine
   5th Place - Send In The Clowns - Fusion Dance Omaha - Timaree Alt
Top Classic Junior Small Group
1st Place - Imagine - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   2nd Place - The Scientist - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   3rd Place - For Never & Always - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   4th Place - Guardian Angel - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   5th Place - Vogue - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg

Top Classic Teen Small Group
1st Place - Die Young - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   2nd Place - Teeth - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   3rd Place - All About The Boys - Fusion Dance Omaha – Ellen Sonnleitner
   4th Place - White Flag - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   5th Place - Creator - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek

Top Classic Senior Small Group
1st Place - Bullet Proof - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   2nd Place - Tough Lover - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   3rd Place - Blood Is Pumpin' - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   4th Place - The Lion, The Beast, The Beat - The Dance Works - Kathy Fuehrer , Siera Gveiner
   5th Place - Stones Under Rushing Water - The Dance Works - Kathy Fuehrer , Siera Gveiner

Top Classic Petite Large Group
1st Place - Car Hops - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   2nd Place - Mashup - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Classic Junior Large Group
1st Place - In Tune - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   2nd Place - Monsters, Inc. - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek
   3rd Place - Apple Bottom Jeans - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   4th Place - Hammertime - Fusion Dance Omaha - Timaree Alt
   5th Place - Shake It Out - Beatniks Dance and Tumble - Katie Whorton, Shelby Roberts

Top Classic Teen Large Group
1st Place - Lights - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   2nd Place - Do Right - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   3rd Place - Bloom - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   4th Place - Pots And Pans - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
   5th Place - Transformers - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle

Top Classic Senior Large Group
1st Place - 14 Days - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   2nd Place - Rock City - Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
   3rd Place - Cello Wars - The Dance Works - Kathy Fuehrer , Siera Gveiner
   4th Place - Fix You - Little Steps Dance & Gymnastics - Sharon Deters
   5th Place - I Wish - Little Steps Dance & Gymnastics - Sharon Deters

Top Classic Teen Line
1st Place - Rednecks - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio - Shannon Vosberg
   2nd Place - Teenage Dream - The Dance Factory - Becky Gripp

Classic Apogee Award
Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic
Alexis Reynolds – Cherrie Anderson Dance Company

Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic
Kathryn Gorsche – The Dance Factory

Petite Solo Costume
Eva Jean Brown - Loud - Xtreme Dance

Junior Solo Costume
Patia Wolfe - It's So Easy - Universal Dance Academy

Teen Solo Costume
Katelyn Williams – Teenage Dream - Fusion Dance Omaha

Senior Solo Costume
Shannan Slattery - At Last - Fusion Dance Omaha

Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume
Rag Doll Rag - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney

Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume
Too Cute - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery

Petite/Junior Group Costume
Monsters, Inc. - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek

Teen/Senior Group Costume
African War Chant - Rennae's School of Dance - Rennae Tieken, Kathy Muzney

Adult Award
Lacey Grabowski - Hairspray - Shannon Barnhart Dance Studio

Choreography Awards
Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery
Fusion Dance Omaha - Timaree Alt, Chelsea Alt, Heidi Christensen
The Dance Studio - Tina McMurray, Beth Wiltgen
Cherrie Anderson Dance Company - Season Anderson Woodke, Lori Boyle
Precision Dance Inc - Mindy J Delabar
Xtreme Dance - Sara Brown, Wendy Oseka

Petite/Junior Production Award
N.Y.C. - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

Teen/Senior Production Award
Elf - Universal Dance Academy - Angela/Vivian Beery/Ball, Angela Beery

Petite/Junior Fusion Award
The Sister Act - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

**Teen/Senior Fusion Award**
I Can't Make You Love Me - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek

**Petite/Junior Odyssey Award**
N.Y.C. - Mary Lorraine's Dance Ctr. - Mary Lorraine

**Teen/Senior Odyssey Award**
On The Air - Shockey Dance Company - Rachel Shockey, Dawn Chizek

**FDC People’s Choice Award**
Beethoven - Dance Inspiration - Allison Ellis

**KARtv Awards & Benefit Show Top Category Winners:**

**Top Jazz Performance:**
Predator – Fusion Dance Omaha – Heidi Christensen

**Top Lyrical/Contemporary Performance:**
For Joey – Cherrie Anderson Dance Company – Season Anderson Woodke

**Top Tap Performance:**
All For You – Dance Inspiration – Allison Ellis

**Top Character/Musical Theater Performance:**
They Both Reached For The Gun - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company – Season Anderson Woodke

**Top Hip Hop Performance:**
Dungeon Dragonz – B.Xtreme Dance Studio – Brooke Sudbeck

**Top Open/Modern/Acro Performance:**
Music Box - Cherrie Anderson Dance Company – Season Anderson Woodke